
• What’s the “per use” cost? How many times can you wax your
car using an 8 oz. bottle of cheap liquid wax? 2 or 3? Compare
that to the 10–20 applications you can get from 6 oz. of P21S
or 8 oz. of Zymol. When you do the math you realize there is 
little difference – if any – in the "per use" cost, but there's a huge
difference in the level of protection and the depth of the shine.

• What’s your time worth? How long does the shine from that
cheap wax last? Inferior waxes lose their effectiveness much
sooner, so you have to wax your car more often to maintain the
same level of protection and luster that a quality wax provides. 

• What’s your car worth? Go to Kelly Blue Book or Edmunds and
check out the difference in the trade-in and resale values of a
BMW or MINI in Excellent condition versus Good or Fair condi-
tion. It’s usually several hundred, if not thousands of dollars.

The same argument can be applied to all the detailing products
we offer: better quality = better performance and value.

Get your shine on. 
For a great shine and higher resale value, we highly recommend
that you care for your BMW or MINI by performing the seven
steps outlined in this newsletter:

1. Perform a thorough wash and dry. 
2. Cleanse the paint.
3. Do a clay treatment.
4. Apply a high-quality, high-carnauba wax like P21S or Zymol.
5. Detail the exterior (trim, emblems, etc.).
6. Wax and detail the wheels and dress the tires.
7. Maintain the shine using an easy-to-follow schedule.

Do this and you will make your Bimmer
shimmer and your Cooper coruscate.
(Yes, it’s a real word.)

Note: Because there are only so many
square inches in an 8-page newsletter,
this issue will deal with caring for your
car’s exterior. Detailing your interior and
caring for your car's windows and glass
will be covered in future issues.  

On a beautiful day, it’s not unusual to see lots of people out in
their driveways, washing and waxing their BMWs and MINIs.
Unfortunately, it’s also not unusual to see them doing it in direct
sunshine, with an old sponge, a bottle of Dawn dishwashing
detergent and some liquid wax from a department store. It’s
enough to make us want to report them to the ASPCB
(American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Bimmers). 

Most people know that washing and waxing a car makes it look
better, adds to the car’s longevity and helps maintain its value.
What many people don’t realize is that using inferior products
will not only produce inferior results, it can actually damage a
car’s finish. Just as you use quality oil and change it regularly to
minimize wear and tear on your car’s engine, using quality car
care products minimizes wear and tear on its finish. Yes, brands
like P21S and Zymol may cost more initially, but in the long run
they’ll actually cost you less. Allow us to illustrate with wax:
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We recommend the Haynes Automotive
Detailing Manual. It includes how to
detail the exterior, interior and engine,
plus restoration tips, professional

detailers’ tricks
and more.
When the
book arrives,
you might

scratch your
head and

wonder why we’re recommending a
book filled with pictures of American
and Asian cars from the 1970s. Even
though some of the pictures are dated
and some products mentioned no
longer exist, the advice and techniques
it offers are timeless. (Plus, at $16.95,
if just one of the tips works for you, it
will have paid for itself.)

Recommended
Reading

Special Detailing Edition: Seven Steps To  
A Beautiful Bimmer or Magnificent MINI.

special edition!
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✦ First, use two buck-
ets: one containing the
car washing solution
you have chosen and
the other full of clean
water for rinsing the
dirt and grit out of
your mitt, brush or
wash stick (below). 

✦ Using a medium to strong spray from the hose,
rinse the dirt off your car from top to bottom. Rinse
wheel wells, the undersides of skirts and bumpers, as
well as the seams and the crevices where body parts
meet (e.g. fenders, doors and bumpers).

✦ Wash and rinse one section of the car at a time,
starting with the roof. Remember, the goal of washing is
to remove loose dirt and road film that sits on top of
your paint (removing oxidized paint, sap, acid rain
deposits, etc.
occurs in the
cleansing step),
so do not apply
too much pres-
sure with your
wash mitt
because any grit
on the surface,
or picked up by
the fibers of your mitt, might scratch the finish. For this
reason, rinse the wash mitt and reload with soapy water
often. If the car is especially dirty, you may need to
change the rinse water in your bucket once or twice.

✦ When you have finished washing the roof, wash the
hood and trunk lid. Now rinse these three areas thor-
oughly with a gentle spray, or remove the nozzle com-
pletely and just let the water cascade over the surface.
The goal here is to remove all traces of soap. DO NOT

2 | shop online www.BavAuto.com We add new BMW and MINI products to our web site every week —

Step 1: Wash and dry
LET SOAPY WATER DRY ON
YOUR BMW OR MINI. This will
not only create unattractive
spots, it will leave a sticky film
that will act like a magnet for
dust and dirt. Plus it will inter-
fere with the bonding of the
wax to the surface of the paint.

✦ Now wash the fenders,
upper side panels and rear of
the car, then rinse.

✦ Wash the front of the car (grill and bumper) and
lower side panels. (These are often the grittiest, grimi-
est sections. If you wash them first, your wash mitt
could transfer that grit and grime to other areas.) Rinse.

✦ Spray a wheel with P21S
Wheel Cleaner and let it sit
while you use the OXO tire
brush dipped in the car wash
solution to scrub the side-
walls of your tires.

✦ Use a soft bristle brush –
either our tampico fiber brush
(right) or the OXO wheel brush – to get into corners,
around spokes, lugs, etc. to loosen stubborn brake
dust. (You can also use your fingers and a microfiber
towel, if you prefer.)

For an even
faster cleaning,
use the Power
Brush. It attach-
es to a drill and
spins your
wheels clean in
no time.

Washing Basics 
(From time to time throughout this newsletter, we quote
directly from the Haynes Automotive Detailing Manual.
These quotes are reprinted here with permission of
Haynes North America, Inc.) 
“Every detailer will tell you the most common mistake
made by average motorists in cleaning their cars is
the soap they use. Never use common household
cleaners, whether laundry soaps, dish soaps or even
hand soaps to wash you car!… Household soaps are
much too strong for your paint finish, rubber or
chrome, and can dull paint and leave light-colored
streaks. Always wash with specific car-washing
soaps…” [Ed.: We recommend P21S Bodywork
Shampoo and Zymol Clear, both of which are formulat-
ed to clean your BMW or MINI without stripping any of
the essential oils out of the paint and clear coat.] 

“The second most common mistake is washing the car
outside on a sunny day. Even in areas where the water
isn’t particularly hard [i.e. high mineral content] you will
get unsightly, hard-to-remove water spots all over the
paint job when the water dries “instantly” on the hot
sheet metal, chrome and glass… Wash your vehicle
indoors, if possible, or at least in cool shade, and cool
the car off with a good rinsing before you begin.”

Note: These instructions assume you have access to
a faucet and a hose. If you don't or local water bans
forbid you to wash your car, you can do all this at a
coin-op car wash. Please don’t use their foaming
brush-on-a-stick! There could be sand, tar, oil, etc. in
the brush, left behind by the mud-caked 4x4 that used
it last. Plus you have no idea what kind of detergent is
spewing out of the brush. And be considerate of others
waiting in line: once you’ve done your final rinse, drive
your car to a shady area to dry, cleanse, wax, etc. ✦ Once all the brake

dust has been loos-
ened, rinse the tire
and wheel. Repeat this
cleaning process for
the other three wheels
one at a time.

Want to save
time and reach
farther? Use a
Wash Stick – it
dispenses clean-
ing solution, sav-
ing you trips to
the bucket.Performing any paint touch-ups? 

Paint should cure several days before you wax it,
so do your touch-ups after washing and drying,
but before cleansing and waxing. We show you
how to repair paint chips and scratches in your
clear coat on page 4 of this issue.
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✦ Wipe the area with a microfiber towel and move on
to the next section. Repeat this process until all paint-
ed surfaces have been cleaned with the clay bar.

call 800.535.2002 | 3

The goal of cleansing is to remove dead, oxidized paint and materials such as tar, sap,
embedded dirt, acid rain deposits – contaminants that washing alone cannot remove. No
matter how expensive a wax you use, you will not get the results you are looking for if the
surface is not thoroughly cleaned prior to waxing. If you car is more than
six months old, chances are acid rain, water spots, road film, etc. have
already started to embed themselves in the paint. Even though you can’t
easily see them with the naked eye, these environmental factors are actually rob-
bing your paint of its precious shine. Rub your fingers over the surface. How does it feel?
Does it feel totally smooth and clean? When was the last time the paint was cleansed? (Not
washed, cleansed.) We recommend two cleansers: P21S Paintwork Cleanser and Zymol HD Cleanse. Both prod-
ucts are similar and highly effective. Here’s how to use them:

Step 2: Cleanse the paint

✦ Using a slightly damp cotton or microfiber towel,
apply the cleanser to the surface of the paint and rub

in a straight, back and
forth motion using medi-
um pressure. (Do not
use a circular motion!
This can cause swirl
marks.) Work on one
small section at a time
(2 to 4 square feet) so
the cleanser doesn’t
over-dry and harden.

✦ Buff out the cleanser using a 100% cotton or
microfiber towel. Tip: Many towels that are labeled as
100% cotton, such as dish towels, actually contain syn-

thetic fibers for added
strength. These fibers can
scratch your car’s clear
coat. Zymol’s 100% cotton
towel is 100% cotton.

✦ Repeat this process 
until all the painted sur-
faces of the car have
been cleansed.

To get your paint really clean and shiny, we recommend using the Autosol Clay Cleaning Kit
once a year. The specially formulated, sticky, clay bar removes grime and pollutants that
cleansing doesn’t get. Basically, the clay shears off any foreign material protruding
above the surface of the paint, leaving behind a smoother, cleaner base for your
wax. On Dave’s 545i that was just washed and cleansed, we noted that the paint
surface still felt rough. Time for the clay bar:

Step 3: Use a clay bar

✦ Soften the clay bar by rolling it between your hands.

✦ Spray the Swift Shine lubricant on a small area.
Using light pressure and a straight motion, rub the clay

bar in the direction of the air-
flow. You will feel and hear the
clay bar as it works, but it
should not drag or chatter. If it
does, add more lubricant. The
surface is clean when the clay
bar slides smoothly over it. 

Note: When the surface of the
bar gets dirty, simply work the
clay in your hands until the dirt

disappears into the clay and the clay bar presents a
clean surface to work with.

We used a clay bar on
Dave’s 545i that was just
washed and cleansed. Look
at how much dirt the clay
picked up from half of the
hood, and we just clayed the
car last fall! If you’ve never
clayed your car, imagine how
much dirt has accumulated.

Smart idea: To prevent grit and grime being
transferred from a grubby area to a clean
area when you dry, we created a kit with
three Absorbers: one
Absorber XL, for drying
body panels above the
wheel line, and two Absorber Minis, one for
small, clean areas above the wheel line (e.g. windows,
side mirrors, etc.), another for the grubby areas below
the wheel line (e.g. side skirts, door sills, wheels, etc.).
Tip: Mark the Absorber Minis so you know which one
is reserved for the grubby areas.

Tip: After all wheels have been cleaned, move your car
forward one-half of a wheel rotation, so the portion of
the wheel that was at the top is now at the bottom.
This will help you see brake dust in areas you couldn’t
easily see before. Clean as needed, then dry.

✦ Over the years, we have
found the easiest and fastest
way to dry a car (easy
because we like easy; fast
because we don’t like water
spots) is to use a combina-
tion of a squeegee and a
synthetic chamois. We offer
two great, non-marring
squeegees – the Jelly Blade and the ChamEasy 
(above) – for removing large quantities of water from
body panels, and two highly absorbent synthetic

chamois (the Absorber and
the P21S Drying Towel) for
removing water from tight
spots and cleaning up any
drops the squeegee missed.
You can’t go wrong with any
of these products. 

Bavarian Otto says, "Pleez conzerve vasser!"

When washing at home, use a nozzle like our
Ultimate nozzle that allows you to turn the water
off completely. If you just set the hose down and
allow the water to flow, you can waste hundreds
of gallons. Help the environment – conserve water.

How often should you cleanse? If you wax regularly,
you will probably need to cleanse just twice a year.
Without the protection regular waxing provides, you
may need to cleanse more often.

for the latest additions go to www.BavAuto.com/newproducts…
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How the Paint Chip Repair kit works: FInd
a paint chip (1 above); add a blob of
touch-up paint (2); let dry, then remove the
blob and add a clear-coat finish (3). Done.

4 | shop online www.bavauto.com It’s out biggest sale of the year! See all the specials on page 8…

If your BMW or MINI has any kind of mileage on it, chances
are it has nicks or chips in the paint on its nose, hood or fend-
ers. Sometimes you just need to touch up a spot or two
where the primer is showing through the color. This can be
easily accomplished with a Paint Pen (essentially a magic
marker full of BMW color-matched paint) or a BMW touch-up
paint kit, which has a small brush attached to the cap. For
nicks that are too small for the Paint Pen or touch-up brush,
we offer paint syringes. These are empty
syringes to which you add some BMW
touch up paint.

If your BMW’s or MINI’s nose has multiple,
tiny nicks in the paint (a.k.a. road rash)
you can easily repair them with
our Road Rash Paint Repair Kit.
(Like the name?) We showed
how to use this kit in the
Spring 2008 issue of Fast
Times. If you don’t have
a copy, you can download it at

www.BavAuto.com/newsletter. Below we show you how to
repair a larger paint chip using our Paint Chip Repair Kit.
(Another clever name, don’t you think?) 

Note: Please be aware
that none of these prod-
ucts will give you the
same results you’d get
by taking your car to a
paint and body shop. A
shop will sand away the
damage prior to paint-
ing, so that when you get the car back, you’d never know the
paint chips had ever been there. The products described
above will cover the primer and fill in the chips, but if you look
closely you will still be able to see the outlines of where the
nicks were. From a few feet away, however, your car will look
so much better than it does now. And since a decent body
shop will charge well over $1,000 to repaint a hood and front
valence, investing $60–70 and an hour or so of your time
looks like a great alternative to us. 

Repairing paint chips

✦ Use the Wurth cleaning tool (available
separately) to remove any rust or loose
paint in and around the chip. 

✦ Use the
pre-paint
(included in
the kit) to
clean the area
and provide a
bonding agent
for the touch-
up paint.

✦ Fill the area with the appropriate
BMW touch-up paint (not included) so
that the new paint sits higher than the
surrounding surface. Basically, create a
bump or blob. (See illustration above.)

✦ Seal the touch-up paint using the
included sealant. Do not cleanse and wax
until the paint and sealant have cured.

✦ Wrap a clean, tightly woven cloth
(e.g. Sontara) around the included plas-
tic card. Shake the container of “Blob

✦ Allow the blob to dry to the touch.
Depending on conditions and the thick-
ness of the blob, this could take any-
where from 2 to 12 hours.

Quixx, the clear coat
fixer-upper
Sometimes you
get scratches on
your car that
damage the clear
coat but don’t
go through the
paint. The old
solution to this problem was to
buy a product to fill the scratch
and supposedly make it “invisi-

ble." (“Less
noticeable"
was a stretch
for some 
of these 
products.)
Fortunately
for car-lovers

everywhere, now there’s Quixx,
the world’s first scratch remover
for paint finishes whose effec-
tiveness has been proven by
Germany’s TÜV (technical
inspection agency). Not a cover-
up, Quixx actually softens and
re-blends the clear coat. And
it’s so easy to use! Watch:
✦ Apply the
Repair Polish
(tube #1) to
the scratched
area. Using a
clean Sontara
cloth, polish it
for about 1-2
minutes, applying pressure in a
circular motion. Remove residue
with a damp cloth.

✦ Use the
Finish (#2) to
polish the area
and any spots
that are not
shiny (matte
finish) to a
mirror finish.

For deep scratches, you may need
to wet-sand the area first. Use
the included 3000 grain sand-
paper with water for 10 seconds,
then perform the steps above.

Note: Depending on how deep the chip
is, this may take more than one applica-
tion. If the chipped area is deep, apply
the paint in layers allowing each layer to
completely dry before adding the next.
Once the chip has been filled to just
below the surrounding surface, create
your blob. 

Eliminator” well and apply generously to
the flat surface. Rub over the blob for
15–30 seconds allowing the Blob
Eliminator to penetrate and begin level-
ing off the excess paint. When the
touch-up paint begins to appear on the
cloth (below), reduce pressure and rub
until the paint blob is reduced to the
level of the surrounding paint. With a
clean cloth or microfiber towel, lightly
hand-buff to remove any residue. 

321

Before

After
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(from the Haynes Automotive Detailing Manual, reprinted here with permission) 
“Wax is the final line of defense in your effort to shine
and protect your car's paint, and its importance
can’t be overstated. All of the preparation work
you’ve invested up to this point is lost if you don’t
wax the vehicle thoroughly and immediately.
Everything…suggested so far is aimed at getting 
a clean, smooth painted surface… Now you can
use a good wax to protect all that effort.”

What’s the proper way to wax a car? Ask three 
different people, you’ll get three different answers. 
Here’s what the folks at P21S and Zymol recommend:

Step 4: Wax and buff

✦ Using the applicator, apply a very thin
coat of wax, in a back and forth motion,
to a small section of the car (2 to 4
square feet). Working on small sections
will prevent the wax from over-drying,
which won’t hurt the finish, it will just
make removal and buffing more difficult. 

Tip: If you want a thicker coating of wax
for an even deeper shine, don’t lay the
wax on thicker -- wait 24 hours and apply
a second thin layer. (Not sure if it’s worth
it? Try this experiment: Apply a second
coat to half of the vehicle and compare
the two halves for shine and longevity.)

Hint: If applying and buffing wax by
hand is painful, or you simply don’t
enjoy doing it, you can apply P21S wax
using our cordless, orbital buffer. (The

pad spins
while simulta-
neously mov-
ing up and
down, prevent-
ing swirl
marks.) Warm
the P21S con-

tainer in the sun or under warm water.
(You don’t want to melt the wax, you
just want the container to expand a lit-
tle.) Turn the container over and rap it
on a flat surface. The cake of wax
should
come out.
If it
resists,
you may
have to
run a but-
ter knife
between the wax and the sides of the
container to loosen it further. Now sim-
ply rub the cake of wax on the bonnet
of the buffer and apply. In all likelihood,
using a buffer will not make the job go
any faster – you will still need to work
small sections at a time, and you’ll need
to change bonnets frequently, moving
back and forth between the wax applica-
tion bonnet and buffing bonnet (or use
two buffers) – but it will be easier on
your hands. And since our buffer is
cordless, there’s no chance of dragging
a dirty electrical cord across your fresh-
ly waxed hood!

✦ The easiest
removal and
best results are
achieved if the
wax is removed
just as it begins to haze over and dry. If
you remove the wax earlier or later than
this, more rubbing may be necessary.
Use a microfiber towel or our cordless
orbital buffer to buff out the wax.

Always apply wax
in a thin, almost
invisible coating
(above); do not
lay it on thick as
shown at right.

Winner! MINI 02 on: Christopher Young of Michigan and his Cooper S. Upgrades and
modifications include 18" wheels with Yokohama tires, front spoiler, clear taillights, coil-
over kit, adjustable camber kits, sway bar kit, cold-air intake, power programmer, short
shift kit, LED interior lights and more.

For more details on our “My BMW” photo contest, see 
page 127 of our catalog or go to www.BavAuto.com/photocontest…

Carnauba, the “Queen of Waxes”
What's so special about carnauba wax? Carnauba wax is derived from the
leaves of the carnauba palm (Copernicia prunifera, a.k.a. wax palm), a
plant native to northeastern Brazil. It is acknowledged by experts to be
the very best, naturally-occurring wax on earth: there is no other raw wax
that compares to it for hardness, UV resistance, heat-resistance, etc. And
because it is all natural, it can be safely used in a variety of products,
including food (e.g. candy corn, Altoids), on dental floss, and as a coating
to make paper glossy. (There is likely carnauba wax on this newsletter.)

Buyer beware: In the Automotive Detailing Manual, the folks at Haynes
write, “The key buzzword in wax has always been carnauba… The sub-
stance has enough mystique about it that it is the marketing ingredient
for car-care products, and you’ll find the word carnauba on products that
contain very little natural carnauba wax.” The waxes we offer – original
P21S wax, Zymol Creme and Zymol Carbon – contain large amounts of
carnauba wax mixed with beeswax for workability, while the new P21S
100% Carnauba wax and Zymol Concours wax have higher concentrations
of the substance for an even harder, longer lasting shine. 

Note: When P21S says “100% carnauba,”
that doesn’t mean you’re going to get a
tub of nothing but carnauba wax (which
is so hard it would be impossible to work
with). It simply means that they have
invented a breakthrough process that
eliminates the need to add beeswax for
workability, so the only wax used in the
product is carnauba wax.

P21S 100% Carnauba wax
uses no beeswax.
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Convertible tops & windows

✦ In the shade, use a hose to spray
loose dirt off your top. Apply the
cleaner and use a soft brush to
loosen embedded dirt and soil. Rinse
the top thoroughly and let dry. (You
can move the car into the sun to dry,
just return it to the shade and let it
cool before proceeding.)

✦ When the top is dry, apply the
sealant as directed. Move the car into
the sun to dry. 

That’s it. Your convertible top will now
be more resistant to stains and mois-
ture, plus will look darker and newer,
giving your Bimmer or MINI a sharper
appearance.

✦ If your convertible has a plastic rear window that is cloudy or has yellowed,
you may be able to clear it up with the Diamond Clear kit mentioned above.
(See the Spring 2005 issue of Fast Times at www.BavAuto.com/newsletter.)
The amount of success you achieve will depend on how old and damaged your
window is. But since the kit is just $34.95, you might want to try it before you
spend hundreds on a new window.

Now that the paint is glistening, the rest of your car can look
pretty shabby by comparison – dull metal trim, sandblasted
headlight covers, faded rubber mouldings… Fortunately, 
we have the solutions:

Autosol Metal Polish from Germany. It cleans, 
polishes and protects any metal surface including
chrome and stainless steel. Just apply thinly and pol-
ish with a soft, microfiber or Sontara detailing cloth. What
could be easier! For dull, oxidized aluminum trim, try the 
aluminum trim restoration kit. A step-by-step guide can be found in the Summer
2006 issue of Fast Times at www.BavAuto.com/newsletter. 

DiamondClear plastic renewal kit. This kit
includes a special restoration compound plus appli-
cators and buffers that work with your power drill
to give yellowed, pitted, plastic headlight covers a
“like new” appearance. (See the Spring 2005 issue
of Fast Times at www.BavAuto.com/newsletter.)

DuPont™ Sontara® detailing cloths. Sontara cloths are engineered 
for superior wiping performance. They are used around the world in 
key industries like aviation, automotive refinishing, food service, 
life sciences and printing, plus a variety of maintenance and man-
ufacturing applications. Made using a unique technology, Sontara
is highly absorbent, low-linting, exceptionally strong, and solvent-
resistant. It contains no silicone, chemical additives or binders.
As a result it lets you apply and/or buff treatments or waxes
without leaving behind a trail of lint or streaks. We like them for
final buffings as well as removing bits of wax from grills, mould-
ings, model numbers, etc. Each box contains 275 sheets –
enough to get you through dozens of waxings and detailings. 

Restoration kit for rocker panels on 
3 series 92, 93. This restoration kit
gives new life to old rocker panels. It is
not a silicone cover-up that washes off in a
couple of weeks, but high-pigment, brush-
on, water-based polymer. It’s easy to use
and the results are dramatic. The included
DVD shows you what to do, step by step.
(Basically, clean ‘em, coat ‘em, then step
back and admire your handiwork.) 

Forever Black. For reviving that faded black trim on your car, nothing beats
Forever Black. Just like the restoration kit above, Forever Black is not a silicone
dressing that washes off after a couple of rainstorms; it is a dye that permanently
recolors and protects black plastic, vinyl and rubber surfaces on your car. You can
use it on molding, bumpers, fender trim (are you listening, MINI owners?), mud flaps,
door handles and more. Watch and see just how easy this stuff is to use:

Step 5: Detail the trim

Note: do not apply Forever Black in
direct sunlight.

✦ Mix 4 oz of the Cleaner concentrate
with a gallon of warm water. Use a
sponge to wipe the solution on the area
to be treated – it removes dirt, grease
and silicone. Dry with a clean towel. 

✦ Shake the bottle of reconditioner. 
If you wish, you can tape off any paint-
ed areas that may be affected. Use
low-tack painters tape so you don’t
mar your new wax job. Press the appli-
cator on the area to be treated. This
will release the fluid. Apply evenly over

the entire surface. It will dry in 15-20
minutes. (If any reconditioner gets on
paint, clean with a wet cloth before it
dries.) Apply a second coat if needed.

That’s it. You’re done. Your Bimmer or
MINI will look years younger… and will
continue to for months to come.

Before After

Forever Black reconditioner is so easy to use – just
apply and let dry!

Before

After

Helpful hint: One area that is often overlooked when detailing a car
are the rubber gaskets around the doors, trunk, sunroof, etc..
Because they are not seen, people often forget that they need main-
tenance, too. Otherwise they will dry out and crack, allowing wind,
sound and moisture into places you don’t want them. We recommend
applying a coating of Autosol’s Gummi Pflege to all gaskets twice a
year. It’s a simple and inexpensive treatment that will keep the gas-

kets moist and flexible for years, potentially saving you hundred of dollars in replace-
ment costs down the road. (It also helps prevent doors from freezing shut.)

(from the Haynes Automotive Detailing Manual, reprinted with permission)

“The high-end European cars that have real can-
vas or cloth tops require special care. The

material is sensitive and expensive to
replace… None of the vinyl cleaners, dress-
ings or protectants [previously mentioned in
this book] should be used on these tops.”

With replacement fabric tops costing
hundred of dollars (not including installa-

tion), it only makes sense to take good care of
the top that’s currently on your BMW or MINI. Twice a year (more often in high
UV environments) you should perform a thorough cleaning and resealing of your
top. As the folks at Haynes just warned you, don’t use just any convertible top
cleaner or treatment. Use either Autosol products (imported from Germany), or
RaggTopp products (tested and endorsed by Haartz, who supplies the convert-
ible top fabric to BMW). The procedures are similar for both: 
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At this point, you should have already cleaned
and dried the wheels and tires in Step 1. Now
is the time to detail them. 

✦  Most BMW alloy
wheels are painted
silver. The first thing
you want to do is
check for scratches
and dings in the 

silver paint and repair them with a Wheel Paint Pen. 

✦  Allow any touch-up
paint to dry for a few days, then apply a

coat of Wheel Wax. It’s easy to do – simply apply a thin
coat with a soft microfiber towel or Sontara detailing
cloth. Let dry until it begins to haze, then buff with a
clean cloth. The hard, smooth finish this wax creates
will shed brake dust more easily than the old clear coat.
As a result, future wheel cleaning time will be cut signifi-
cantly and your wheels should look great for weeks
instead of days. 

✦ After your wheels have been cleaned and waxed, “bring out the bling” by darken-
ing your tires. We offer two tire treatments: 

Forever Black Tire Gel is a pigmented polymer that replaces
the faded bronze look of older tires with a rich, black color. And
because it is a gel and comes with a pre-shaped applicator, it is
easy to apply and control. It doesn’t contain harmful silicone and
it lasts longer than other tire blacks.

Zymol Tyre Preserve is a waterless, natural cleaner and
conditioner for automotive rubber. Made from shea butter,
cocoa butter, tea tree oil and copaiba root, it cleans, pene-
trates and protects against drying and ultraviolet rays. Just
spray it onto a soft, lint-free cloth like Sontara and wipe the
tire. For more complete coverage, we like to use a wheel
shield, spray the Tyre Preserve directly on the tire and then
wipe with a cloth. Be careful not to over-spray – you don’t
want the excess to run onto your just-waxed wheels.

Step 6: Detail wheels & tires

Finishing touch: don’t forget to
replace those worn wheel emblems!
Old, faded or missing emblems can really
detract from a wheel's appearance. Now
that yours are all clean and shiny, add the
finishing touch – get some new emblems.
It’ll make a huge difference.

Now that your BMW or MINI is looking
so nice, don’t let your
hard work go to
waste – maintain
that shine!

Step 7: Maintain the shine

✦ Weekly or as needed: Use dusters
and wipes to maintain the appearance
of your waxed surfaces. For the paint,
we recommend keeping a Car Duster
and a pack of Glossers in the trunk. For
wheels, you should carry a Wheel
Duster and a pack of Wheel Wipes.

✦ Twice a month: Wash and dry your
car and clean your wheels. (If you live in
an area where they use road salt or
sand in winter, give your car a thorough
rinse between washings). Hand washing
is best because it allows you to inspect
the exterior up close. Plus you know the
water is clean, the wash brush isn’t grit-
ty or grimy and the soap isn’t too harsh.
If you must use an automated car wash,
use a touchless one. To restore some
luster after the car has been washed

and dried, use
Zymol Field
Glaze (right), a
carnauba milk
spray. Spray it
on, wait 10 seconds and buff lightly
with a lint-free cloth, such as Sontara.

✦ Once a month or as needed:
Wax the car and your wheels. If your
car is garaged, never parked in direct
sun and rarely driven in the rain, you
may find that your wax job lasts longer
than a month. If your car is in the sun
constantly, driven in harsh conditions,
etc., you may need to wax more often.
How do you know when you need to
wax? When you wash your car, watch
how the water behaves when you rinse.
If you see tall, round beads of water,
the protection is good. Oval flat beads
indicate the wax is losing its effective-
ness. A sheet of water indicates virtual-
ly no protection. Is it possible to over-
wax? Yes, but only if you go to
extremes and wax more often than
once a week. If you go two weeks or
longer between waxings, buildup
should not be an issue.

✦ After six months: Cleanse the
paint again. Using the clay bar at this
point is optional, depending on the con-
dition of the paint. 

✦ Once a year: Perform the first six
steps outlined in this newsletter. You
are certainly welcome to do these six
steps twice a year – it won’t hurt your
BMW or MINI one bit.

Follow this simple schedule and you’ll
keep your BMW or MINI looking like a
concours winner all year long.

As always, if you have any questions about
the articles in this newsletter - or about 
anything to do with your  BMW or MINI -

feel free to direct them to Bavarian Otto. 
You can e–mail him at Otto@ BavAuto.com or

call him toll–free at 800.535.2002.
He’s here Mon thru Thurs 8am to 9pm; Fri 8am to 7pm; and Sat 9am to 4pm.

BeforBeforee AfterAfter

Wheel cleaning no-nos:
• Never use abrasives on alloy or chrome wheels. 
• Never steam-clean wheels. Steam can ruin the clear coat on your wheels.
• Never clean wheels that are hot. Wait until they cool. Cleaning wheels while 

they are hot can cause soap/cleaners to leave spots or a film.
• Use automatic car washes with caution. Some car washes use acid 

cleaners and/or harsh, stiff brushes. Ask before you drive in. 
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All Hamann aerodynamic components. For applications and pricing, ask your
phone rep or shop online at www.BavAuto.com. 

10% off 

phone 800.535.2002  • fax 800.507.2002  • www.BavAuto.com

current specials
the ultimate sale
Sale ends June 30, 2008. Don’t miss it - order now!

save $10-25
Bavarian Autosport
performance
chips and
Power Pro-
grammers.
Orig. $249.95–399.95 
now $224.95–374.95

free shipping
Buy four Beyern wheels with
tires – we’ll ship them for free!

save $10
Bavarian Autosport custom-fit,
plush floor mats. 
Orig. $99.95 now $89.95

save $75
Bavarian Autosport/Infinity
BassLink subwoofers.
Orig. $449.95–499.95 
now $374.95–424.95

10% off
Bilstein shock absorbers.
Orig. $69.95–244.95 
now $62.95–220.45

free 
Receiver bottle with
the purchase of our
one-man brake
bleeder kit. 
A $14.95 value!

free
Mann oil 
filter when

you buy enough
Lubro Moly for an oil change.

Save on MINI
gear, too! 
We didn’t forget about
you MINI owners. If it’s
on this page and it fits
your MINI, you get the
savings, too. 

10% off 
Sway bar kits by Eibach, 
H-Sport and Racing Dynamics.
Orig. $339.95–579.95   
now $305.95-521.95

save $25
Bavarian Autosport performance
spring set. 
Orig. $224.95 now $199.95

save $25
Bavarian Autosport stress bars.
Orig. $189.95–224.95 
now $164.95–199.95

10% off
Remus stainless steel exhausts. 
Orig. $439.95–1529.95 
now $395.95–1376.95

10% off
Bavarian Autosport street 
performance brake kits. 
Orig. $659.95–2499.95 
now $593.95–2249.95

save $10
Bavarian Autosport grill covers. 
Orig. $59.95–99.95 
now $49.95–89.95

save $50
Split Second Turbo Tuner. 
Orig. $599.95 now $549.95

10% off
Bavarian Autosport
high-performance
ignition coils. 
Orig. $199.95–899.95 
now $179.95–809.95

save $18-40
Bavarian Autosport short shift kits.
Orig. $179.95–399.95 
now $161.95–359.95

Save on: 
• Bilstein shock absorbers
• Performance springs
• Stress bars
• Sway bar kits
• Plush floor mats

• Hamann aerodynamics
• Power Programmer 
• Remus exhausts 
• Short shift kit
• Performance brake kits

free

free

10% off 
M style aerodynamics. 
Orig. $349.95–849.95 
now $314.95–764.95

Plus “free with purchase” combos: 
• Mann filter/Lubro Moly oil • Receiver bottle/brake bleeder
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